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To: Kris Sartori, Committee Counsel to the Parks Committee

UP-STAND is an organizationrepresenting and advocating for families, and as such we solicit
experiences and input from parenting and advocacy communities including MOMally Parenting
and Hearts Across Queens, as well as from our allies at community organtzations such as the
Astoria Park Alliance.
Feedback provided by community members who consistently use our parks and playgrounds in
Westem Queens indicate that for years, there have been concerns about cleanliness and safety in
the area. Frequent complaints include human feces and needles at playgrounds such as Sean's
Place and Athens Playground, in addition to more general concerns about urine and trash

throughout the neighborhood's parks and playground spaces.

UP-STAND was honored to be a member of the Play Fair Coalition, and thrilled that the New
York City Council and Mayor Bill de Blasio included a historic $44 million in funding for Parks
in the city budget as a result of the coalition's efforts. In particular, we are thankful for the $19.1
million allocated for park maintenance workers.
We have already begun to see more park maintenance workers in the area in both the morning
and afternoon, and hope that this will lead to cleaner spaces for all of our neighborhood users,
particularly our children.
Thank you for your attention to these issues, for working to make our neighborhood a safer
place, and for working with New Yorkers for Parks to realize their call to action. We look
forward to continuing this conversation.

Founder and CEO, UP-ST
christine@up-stand. com

Written testimony to NY City Council Parks Committee regarding
Objectionable items in 2019 GreenThumb license and registration
Maggie Clarke, Ph.D. President, Founder Riverside-Inwood Neighborhood Garden
theringgarden@gmail.com
September 27, 2019
Impossible or onerous requirements
Despite a prior policy of encouraging as many community events as possible in its gardens, and verbal reassurances of
no need for costly parks dept. event permits, GreenThumb now requires as much as 4 months advance notice of the
nature and time of our community events as well as the ways we will publicize it. GT requires that they approve every
event we have. We are responsible for obtaining all required permits and approvals in advance of the event. This will
ensure that there are far fewer garden events at RING, most of which volunteers put together in the days leading up to
the event. At RING such events this year have included poetry readings, potluck dinners, monarch butterfly releases,
and composting teach-ins.
GT now requires we shall keep sidewalks and curbs adjacent to and within the garden clean and free from snow, ice,
garbage, debris and obstructions. As RING is a triangle surrounded by sidewalks, the local Parks department has
mobilized their snowplows and put down salt to address snow on the 3 blocks of sidewalks. They have also collected
refuse outside the garden. RING has mobilized our volunteers to keep the garden itself free of litter. But shoveling
inside the garden during winter? Nobody comes in. Why do this?
GT now requires no permanent structures or murals or other permanent works of art may be built in the garden w/o
prior written permission from GT, Dept. of Buildings, and NYC Public Design Commission. We have been planning to
replace a Parks Dept.-installed pea gravel path with ADA-compliant mosaic with funds from the Borough President for
capital improvements. Why should all these agencies weigh this process down?
GT now allows animals other than dogs can reside at the garden if they follow their rules and regs. This is poorly
written. Do our rats, butterflies, bees, other insects, worms, skunks, groundhogs and birds need to be read the rules?
GT now requires that we shall not cause nor permit use of garden for commercial purpose. The only permissions we
have granted have been the occasional film crew to use the space for lights to shine on adjacent areas; we get an small
honorarium. Why should Parks care about this?
GT now states that we may have no more than 2 fundraisers inside the garden per calendar year. Requests for approval
must be submitted no less than 30 days before fundraiser. We may allow sale of other items or paid events pursuant to
permit issued by Revenue Division of Parks in accordance w other laws / handbook. Parks has made it very hard to make
enough money to purchase plants, tools and other necessities by this new rule, as well as adding obtrusive bureaucracy.
GT now can audit gardens' finances. Again, this is at the least, intrusive, and casts a pall on its partners, we the
community gardeners. What are all of us suspected of?
GT now says we shall not plant new trees, damage or remove trees or prune large limbs from existing trees w/o their
prior written approval. For 35 years the RING garden has educated itself, often using Parks' own pruning programs, and
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have kept our botanical garden healthy. We have chosen our own trees and prune them. GT is suggesting all of its
gardens, including us, winners of many citywide awards, have not done a good job? It is insulting.
GT now says failure to comply with restrictions constitutes default. We get six months to rectify default. Second notice
30 days to rectify. That includes not signing their current onerous license agreement. As of this writing, RING garden is
in default. Parks really wants to erase the RING garden?
GT now has decided to terminate all prior oral or written agreements or understandings between licensee and the Parks
Dept. are hereby expressly revoked and that their new license is the only agreement between licensee and Parks with
respect to the garden. We hereby surrender any other right or interest in the garden which we have had. RING has a
license agreement with the Parks Dept. negotiated for us by Trust for Public Land in 1991. We never even asked to
become part of Green Thumb. This has been forced on us and it has provided very little to us. Our association with GT
is more trouble than it is worth. Our 1991 license agreement has no sunset provision.
GT now says we waive all rights to trial by jury in any summary proceeding hereafter instituted by City against us or any
counterclaim or cause of action arising out of this license. This is unconstitutional. How can they be allowed to get away
with this?
GT says that their many conditions of hearings, penalties, for default which are described in painful detail, indicate we
would not be able to be involved in a garden license for five years. Punative.
GT now says the onerous license is terminable at will by Commissioner w 60 days written notice. No recourse. Why
such draconian language? Why would groups of volunteers commit thousands of hours of community service and spent
money to create beautiful gardens just to have them eliminated for no reason without the ability to fight it? This is not
fair.
GT now requires that twice each year, licensee shall instruct members that a community garden involves activities that
pose risks of serious bodily injury and even death etc... We shall post a sign approved by GT explaining the risks, etc
Posting such a sign is a good way to turn off volunteers and visitors from having the very good feelings that Parks should
want visitors to have visiting and working in gardens. Does Parks post these signs in all of its parks? No. It's
discrimination against community gardeners.
GT requires that we shall prominently post a copy of this license within the garden and shall provide all members with a
copy upon request. Again, more bureaucracy. Gardeners volunteer to garden, not to satisfy meaningless bureaucratic
policies. What is posting of pages of this terrible license meant to accomplish?
GT requires no construction activities, (excavation, paving,erecting permanent or temporary structures - sheds, storage
facilities) requiring a valid construction permit from Parks / DOB, and posting of a payment bond. Does this include the
Sukkot structure that is put up every fall?
GT requires a 3 foot fence must be erected around our pond. We have a 7 foot fence around the garden. Yet GT doesn't
want new construction. They are supposedly concerned about dangers to individuals, and yet set up a tripping hazard
for those volunteers who weekly maintain our pond.
GT changed our block and lot number. We used to be block 2246 lot 1. Our address is 1835 Riverside Drive.
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GT refers to statutes and requires compliance with all laws and regs including Chapter 6 title 56, Parks rules. But these
are not stated specifically in the agreement. GT expects all gardens to look up this statute? There is also a voluminous
GT handbook that gardens are expected to search for restrictive requirements amongst all the gardening best practices,
rather than putting those into the agreement to be signed.
GT now requires that we shall neither cause nor permit installation of any utilities w/o prior written approval of Parks.
We have decided that the aforementioned Borough President's grant for capital improvements will be used in part for
solar panels, batteries, and forced air to assist in composting. Another layer of bureaucracy.
GT now requires that we shall secure garden using a daisy chain lock system or provide GT with combo and 2 copies of
locks used in the garden (shed) Why does GT want to poke around in everybody's shed? We have always provided the
combination.

Annoying Bureaucracy which is at the time expense of gardening
We have to post a sign indicating up-to-date contact name with current contact info, days and hours during which
garden is open to the public and that membership is open to any interested party (We already have a big colorful sign
with our website and mention that ours is a volunteer garden).
We shall host at least 2 community events per year open to the public at no cost (we have many more, but that will now
become hard thanks to the new rules).
We shall comply with all applicable laws, rules and regs of the US, NYS and NYC and Parks. Again, these are not written
down, so it's easy for them to catch gardens. Is their interest to acquire new land for parks concessions or sale?
We shall contact parks central communications in case of emergency, contact GT and help write Parks department
incident report
We have to send a rep to at least one educational workshop or other Greenthumb event
We shall comply with GT registration requirements, complete registration process as directed by GT, and comply with
terms of registration and handbook.
We shall not cause or permit accumulation of garbage or debris or overgrowth of vegetation or plant material. (very
subjective - in the past Parks has sprayed Roundup on the cobblestones outside of our gates surrounding the garden
because of growth of weeds of 2 inches between the cobblestones. This is hazardous to the health of people and
animals.
We need to keep garden open 20 hours per week, 10 posted (as before), including 5 hours on weekends. Parks may
conduct spot checks, and if garden is not open at the designated time and/or minimum number of hours per week, may
terminate the license. All of these requirements take time away from time to open the garden and do the actual work
to keep it beautiful. Requiring that a garden put up many specific hours that Must be open every single week, without
fail, from April through October is difficult without paid staff. Some gardens are very small. Others, like ours, have no
plots to give away contingent on specific numbers of volunteer hours. Terminating the license after failing one spot
check is counterproductive.
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GT requires that we shall promptly notify GT of any administrative or operational matters constituting any loss, injury,
damage or violation w/in the garden. Shall also notify GT no later than 3 days after receipt of notice of any loss, injury,
damage or violation w/in the garden and notify Parks in writing.
We hope that the City Council will review the onerous new requirements that GreenThumb has put upon the hundreds
of gardens and tens of thousands of gardeners and their visitors and have a hearing to hold GreenThumb accountable
for its license agreement, and to help in the removal of onerous items. Prior agreements had few provisions. This
agreement seems intent on acquiring land from gardens. Gardens that have been frightened by GT into signing the
agreement should be given opportunity to unsign. GT also needs to consider gardens differently, based on their
histories. Their tendency to lump all gardens together ignoring individual circumstances is damaging and unfair. This
cannot continue if the City wants a vibrant, happy community gardening community.
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